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HE SAVED ME FOR ALL THE WRONG REASONS My life had spiraled out of control. In one split

moment, everything I knew was ripped away.Everything except him.Every fiber in my body

screamed to keep him awayâ€¦â€¦ but somehow, this monster pulled me in.I know I should get

away.Run while I still have a chance.But each time I feel his searing lips on mine.Each time he

whispers in my earâ€”all the things heâ€™d do to me.I canâ€™t help believe him.And I canâ€™t stop

begging for more.MERCY is a full-length, standalone romance novel with steamy hot sex, NO

CHEATING, strong language, a happily every after ending and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains dark

and disturbing themes, and over the top sexiness that may be uncomfortable for some readers.

Perfect for fans of Joanna Blake, Alexa Riley, Devon Hartford, Sabrina Paige, Winter Renshaw,

Vanessa Waltz, Emilia Kincade and Melanie Harlow
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The story was good but everything seem to happen too fast. I enjoyed the second book that was

included in it more than the first. Not at all a continuation, separate story, Had more Mc club stuff

than first and more characters development. I enjoyed the book but felt wanting more from cover (



main story)

I've always been a fan of Sophia Hampton's books and this one is no exception. What a lovely

storry! Melanie and andy are both looking to get out from the demons haunting the and

unexpectedly find solace and comfort in each other. But Andy's criminal past just won't let him go

and just when things look like they're headed in the right direction, thins take an unexpected turn.

The story had me on the edge of my seat until the very end. Five star read for sure!

Love stories like this where two lost souls are looking for each other without realizing it. This book

hit a lot closer to home than I'd like o admit and there were times where I had to gather myself to

keep going. BEAUTIFUL story!

Overall, the book was good. Melanie and Andy were great characters with their own separate live

before they met and the book does't loe sight of that. Their chemistry was believable and I liked the

plot. There were some editing issues that I found and took off a star for that.

The story was really good but Melanie absolutely stole the show. Her struggles within her own life

and the complications brought by Andy made it hard to put down. Definitely will be reading more

from this author!

This is my first book with this author and I'm struggling to go farther than chapter 3. I'm so bored!!! Is

this in 1st person? 3rd person? Thankgod it was only .99. To the author, my apologizes for being

this abrupt, but damn is it boring as hell.

The plot was interesting and I thought both Andy and Melanie were really compelling characters.

The middle of the book feels mudled and I think some of the side storylines could have been

simplified.

Addiction and unexpected love brought Andy and Melanie together, but the road to happiness is

anything but smooth. Sophia Hampton has delivered something equally erotic as it is dark. The

characters are rich and complex, and the plot moves rapidly once all the set peces are in place.

Great read!
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